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THE FASTEST WAY TO ACHIEVE RAPID, ACCURATE DELIVERIES IS TO ELIMINATE UNNECESSARY BACK OFFICE WORK.

More responsive paperwork with a Panasonic document scanner.

Efficiently handle hundreds of invoices per day.

Back office work in the transportation industry requires fast, accurate performance in the command centers of warehousing, transport, and customs clearance divisions. This involves invoices, checks, and other documents that are often printed on thin paper with text in various shades. Handling each of these documents by hand is extremely troublesome. The time and trouble that are required here constitute a major factor in lowering work performance.

Panasonic document scanners have succeeded in minimising these bothersome manual tasks and their related settings. Software functions allow users to attain optimal images quickly and easily, while greatly reducing the work involved in scanner adjustment and confirmation. When scanning, sensors automatically detect and differentiate missing pages and document direction for speedier, more accurate data processing.

Featuring the speed, accuracy, and work-saving efficiency that the transportation industry requires, a Panasonic document scanner will lighten your workload and improve the level of your service.
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Self Cleaning Functions

In the back office, where a wide range of documents are handled, the key to raising work efficiency is to eliminate burdensome chore. Panasonic Document Scanners have self cleaning functions to eliminate the need for maintenance. The ion-filled breeze created by the ionizer neutralizes the electrical charge on the documents to be scanned, and reduces the amount of paper dust that clings to their surface. This ion-filled breeze also flows through the paper path and removes paper dust from the scanning glass to reduce the need for the user to clean the glass. Also, the Scanning Glass Cleaning Brush directly cleans the scanning glass to further prevent paper dust. This eliminates the need for maintenance and ensures comfortable scanning operations.

Taco Graph Scanning With Customised Firmware

The scanner has straight pass paper feeding mechanism and it allows to scan analog taco graph and our customised firmware for taco graph scanning does not make a jam error with taco graph even it has a hole in middle of document. Taco graphs can be scanned for integrated management of the driving records for each driver. Useful for preventing and coping with driving at excessive speeds and for extended times.

Three Labor-Saving Functions for Better Work Efficiency

Auto Preview*

- No More Need for Troublesome Scan Settings

Important contracts need to be carefully stored using optimal data settings. Auto Preview automatically adjusts scanned data, produces nine candidate types, and shows them in a list format. The user can select the most suitable image with a single click, and make further adjustments if desired. This eliminates the time and trouble of trial-and-error operation, and quickly and easily produces electronic documents that are clearly legible and uniform.

Auto Rescan*

- Efficient Rescanning of Various Originals

Imagine that you’re checking data that you previously scanned from a customer’s ID card, and you find that the image is poor. The customer has already left, so you can’t rescans the original. Using Auto Rescan, you can adjust the image on a PC screen without setting the original. This saves both time and trouble.

Notification Function*

Detection of troublesome problem images uses four notification functions to save work. Icons for all four are displayed on-screen for speedy confirmation and additional setting.

Four smart notification features

- Binary/Colour notification
- Binary image notification
- Blank page notification
- Unique page notification